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“America’s future walks 
through the doors of 

our schools everyday.”
-Mary Jean LeTendre

Data-based Decision 
Making

Cindy McGurl, Ph.D.
Cara Dellaterra

Leadership Training
November 10, 2016

Leadership for Literacy 
Agenda
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Materials 

HILL Website
• Log in to www.HILLforLiteracy.org
• Click on Access Materials
• Download appropriate monthly packets

Expected Outcomes for 
Today

1. Review: Building a Comprehensive 
Assessment System

2. Collecting Reliable and Valid Data
3. Determining Instructional Focus
4. Data Meeting Process
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Review:
Building a 

Comprehensive 
Assessment 

System

Assessment Survey

Handouts
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Components
Fall Winter Spring As Needed

Screening/ Benchmark Screening/ Benchmark Outcomes /Benchmark Diagnostic/ Progress
Monitoring

Oral Language

Phonemic
Awareness
Phonics/
Word Study

Fluency

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Assessment Framework

Handout

Testing A Balancing Act
Which tests MUST we 
administer?
How do we use the 
information gathered?
Do we know enough 
about what these tests 
tell us? And, what they 
don’t?
What 
gaps/redundancies are 
there in our 
frameworks?

Time

How much time 
does it take to 
administer each 
test?
How do test 
results impact 
instruction?

Information 
& Utility
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Sample Decision Tree
Grade 2
Test of Reading 
Comprehension

Oral Reading 
Fluency 

Nonsense Word 
Fluency

CLS
(Correct Letter Sounds)

WWR
(Whole Words Read) Accuracy Rate

Phonics 
Inventory

Unit Tests and 
other Informal 

Comprehension 
Measures

TEACH: 
Automaticity VC 
and CVC words

TEACH: 
Improve 

Accuracy in 
Connected Text

TEACH: 
Phonics Skills 

Identified

TEACH: 
Improve 

Expression and 
Rate

TEACH: 
Continue to 

support comp 
and critical 

thinking

TEACH: 
Use information 

from Comp 
Measures to inform 

Comp skill and 
strategy instruction.

Letter 
Sound 

Inventory

TEACH: 
Improve letter 

sound 
automaticity &

Consider 
Gr. 1 

Decision 
Tree

Key
Screening
Okay
Not Okay
Diagnostic Action
Teaching/Action

We have a way to survey/capture what tools our 
staff use and for what purpose.

We have a systematic and explicit routine to 
certify that we have tools for all critical literacy 
components, eliminate redundant measures, 
and  improve our assessment system.

We have a clear visual illustration of what tools 
should be used, for which children, and under 
what circumstances. 

Developing a Comprehensive 
Tiered  Assessment System

The Big Ideas
Assessment Survey, Framework, & Decision Tree
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Collecting 
Reliable and 
Valid Data: 

Orchestrating 
Refresher 
Trainings

Reliability/Validity
• Validity –

– The extent to which a test captures what 
it purports to measure

• Reliability –
– The consistency or the reproducibility of 

an individual’s performance on a test.
Reliability sets the bar for validity!
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Why is Reliability 
Important?

Let’s make an analogy!

Now, I am a proud member of the free-pouring community. To paraphrase the great Gary Regan, "I'll hit the top of the glass every time." I recalibrate my pour on a weekly basis, and woe betide the puppy who sidles up to my bar and tells me I don't make "serious" cocktails because I don't measure. My response, its politeness issued in inverse proportion to the number of people at my bar, is usually "Just because you can't free pour doesn't mean no one can."

Why Discuss Reliability
All recommended tests have undergone 
rigorous evaluation and meet research based 
standards for reliability/validity. Provided…
• Tests are administered in accordance with 

standardized procedures
– Rater drift
– Confusing Rules (DRA2 vs. DORF vs. GORT-4)
– Complexity
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Improving Reliability
Reliability Check Planning

Handout

Improving Reliability
Scaffolds

Cheat Sheets
• Amplify/mCLASS for DIBELS/TRC 

(Handouts)
• Paper/Pencil DIBELS (Website)
• STAR/NWEA (Website)
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Improving Reliability
Pre-Screen

Universal Training
• Purpose:

– No Gotchas! Pre-corrections/Reminders
• Resources

– Amplify/mCLASS powerpoints with application 
(Handout)

– Test your knowledge (Website)

Improving Reliability
Pre-Screen

Application
• Audio/Video

– mCLASS/TRC Sample School (Handout)
• Scripts for Shadow Scoring 

– Sample Scripts for DIBELS (On Website)
– DIBELS Accuracy Checklists (Handout)
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DIBELS Accuracy 
Checklists

Handout

More on 
Shadow Scoring

Protocol for Shadow Scoring & Establishing 
Inter-rater Agreement

OPTION I (completed before benchmarking):
This option is typically best for individuals who are new to a 
test, or for those individuals that may require some 
additional coaching.
OPTION II (during benchmarking):
This option is typically best for individuals who have 
already completed OPTION I, or for experienced assessors 
who require only a brief booster. Handout
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21

Improving Reliability
Reliability Check Planning – STEP 2

Handout

22

Improving Reliability
Reliability Check Planning

Handout
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23 Website

Improving Reliability
Post Screen

• Spot check forms/scoring (20%)
• Compare student performance across 

tests, classes, years
• Use discoveries, areas in need of growth, 

to inform checks in the future. Adjust 
protocol for next benchmark accordingly.  
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Improving Reliability
Group Administered Tests

• Testing environment/conditions
– Consider technology

• Administration directions/prompts
• Environmental conditions/breaks
• Timing
• Consider adopting or creating 

administration checklists
– Checklists for STAR and NWEA/MAPS on website

Improving Reliability
Reflections and Action Steps – STEP 3

Handout
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Reliability Checks
We regularly provide booster sessions on critical 

screening tools for all test administrators.
Booster sessions include revisiting critical 

scoring rules, common mistakes, and 
misunderstandings.

Built into these sessions are opportunities to 
practice and provide feedback.

All assessors practice until they reliably score 
within two points of a colleague. 

The Big Ideas

Determining 
Instructional

Focus
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Participant Activity 
Partner with another school
Share current data meeting process and 

outcomes 
Discuss challenges encountered during data 

meetings-list on chart paper
 List desired improvements for future meetings

Data Meeting Process

HILL/CK3LI Challenges
Data from multiple sources
 Linking data from multiple sources to 

instructional focus for individual students
Efficiently grouping individual students based on 

similar instructional focus
Assigning people and program resources to 

instructional groups

Data Meeting Process

Handout
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HILL/CK3LI Challenges
Utilizing on-going progress monitoring data to 

make changes to instructional groups (flexible, 
differentiated instruction)

Documentation of data, instructional focus and 
grouping over time.

Data Meeting Process

Handout

Data Cycle
Question

EvaluatePlan

Assess

Data 
Cycle

Start with a question 
such as “Are my 
students making 
adequate progress?”

We use assessments to try to find 
the answers to our questions. These 
can be screening or diagnostic. 
• assessment vs. testing

Student progress can be evaluated 
through progress monitoring.  It is 
important to determine if the current 
instruction has been effective, make 
adjustments as needed or plan for 
further testing.

Based on the data collected a plan 
is developed to address the needs 
of the students through identifying 
an instructional focus, program, 
instructor and frequency of 
instruction. 
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Data Meeting Schedule
Year I

Handout

Data Meetings
Who: Grade level teams, Administration, Coaches,       

Interventionists

When: 5x a year following your Assessment Cycle
• Fall Benchmark Testing (Sept)

– Fall Progress Monitoring (Nov)
• Winter Benchmark Testing (Jan)

– Spring Progress Monitoring (Apr)
• Spring Benchmark Testing (June)
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Data Meetings
Tasks:

– Review School-Wide and Grade-Level Data 
• Note programmatic, resource, and instructional 

implications
– Determine needs and instructional priorities; set 

goals for individuals
• Group students for class and intervention groups 

(consider: instructional needs, program/materials, time, 
interventionist, dosage, etc.)

• Determine Monitoring Tools/Goals

Other “Data Meetings”Implementation Meetings
Who: Grade Level Teams, Coach, possibly 

Administration

When: At least monthly

Tasks: - Review formative assessment & progress
monitoring data to adjust delivery/scaffolds
- Provide support for implementation of
service delivery.
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Step 1.
Begin with a Question

Identify Need for Support
Key decision:
• Are there children who may need additional instructional support?
• Which children may need additional instructional support?

What to do:
• Evaluate benchmark assessment data for school, classroom, and individual children

Interpretation:
Benchmark Goals 

First Grade
mClass Class 
Summary Report
Ordered by 
predominant subtest
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Step 2.
Begin with a Question

Validate Need for Support
Key decision:
• Are there a few students for whom screening data doesn’t make sense?
• Do we need additional information on certain students in order to create an instructional plan?

What to do:
• Review student response patterns within the test.
• Consider re-testing.
• Consider administering a diagnostic inventory.

Step 3.
Begin with a Question

Plan Instructional Support
Key decision:
• What is this student’s greatest instructional need?
• What are some research-supported programs/routines best suited to meet a student’s instructional needs?
• How will I know if the instructional plan is working?
What to do:
• Assign each student an instructional focus
• Choose and use a research supported/based program
• Progress Monitor
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Planning Instructional 
Support In Detail

1. Identify each student’s instructional focus.
2. Group similar students
3. Identify program/methodology that will be used to meet instructional focus
4. Select when and where the instruction will take place.
5. Choose an instructor/teacher to provide intervention/instruction.
6. Create a progress monitoring plan.

But how do I identify
an instructional focus?

To Group Students for Efficient, Differentiated, and 
Data-Informed Instructional Delivery…

…we need frameworks and routines to do so.
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Figure by Hollis Scarborough
Source: Neuman, Susan B. and Dickinson, David K., “Handbook of Early Literacy Research”

Grade:  K           1           2          3           4+

(adapted)

AUTOMATICITY – Word level
FLUENCY - Connected Text Level

What makes a 
Big Idea a Big Idea?

• A Big Idea is:
– Predictive of reading acquisition and later 

reading achievement
– Something we can teach and measure
– Something that has an enormous impact on 

outcomes for children if/when we teach it
• Not every idea is a BIG idea!

Coyne, M., February 2015

PALetter Naming,Working Memory,
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First Know Key 
Components

• What are the “Big Ideas”
– Word Study

• PA – (K & 1)
• Decoding
• Vocabulary

– Fluency
– Comprehension
– Writing (to come)

• rhyming
• segmenting sentences into words
• clapping syllables in words
• blending syllables into words
• blending sounds into words
• isolating first sounds
• isolating last sounds
• isolating medial sounds
• phoneme segmentation
• first sounds substitution
• syllable manipulation
• syllable substitution
• phoneme manipulation

But not all Skills are created equal Sub – “Big Ideas”?

Coyne,M., February 2015
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• rhyming
• segmenting sentences into words
• clapping syllables in words
• blending syllables into words
• blending sounds into words
• isolating first sounds
• isolating last sounds
• isolating medial sounds
• phoneme segmentation
• first sounds substitution
• syllable manipulation
• syllable substitution
• phoneme manipulation

Sub – “Big Ideas”

Coyne, M., February 2015

Big Ideas
Instructional Profiles

• Describe the next critical reading target students 
must take

• Illustrate student placement in their pathway to 
reading proficiency

• Serve as guides, not an exact science.
• Provide a common language and framework 

upon which to discuss student need 
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Continuum of Foundational Skills
– AKA “Big Ideas”

Blending Automaticity

Decoding Beyond 
CVC

Fluency Accuracy

Vocabulary/
ComprehensionInstructional 

Focus Areas

Letter ID

Fluency Automaticity

Fluency/Prosody 
Comprehension

Letter Sound  
Phonemic  

Awareness

Comp/Written 
Response

Handout***Updated for SY 16/17***

Subtype Prevalence 
in Students Below Benchmark

GOOD Word Recognition/Fluency
GOOD Comprehension 
Accurate, fluent reader with 
comprehension commensurate with 
verbal ability.

GOOD Word Recognition/Fluency
POOR Comprehension
Good word recognition with specific 
language comprehension problems. 

POOR Word Recognition/Fluency
GOOD Comprehension
Inaccurate and/or slow word 
identification with good 
comprehension.

POOR Word Recognition/ Fluency 
POOR Comprehension
Weak comprehension and poor word 
recognition. 

COMPREHENSION
GOOD POOR

PO
OR

GO
OD

WO
RD

 RE
CO

GN
ITI

ON
/FL

UE
NC

Y

ABOUT 10% of Students 
Below Benchmark

LETRS, 2nd Edition & Shankweiler et al., 1999 

ABOUT 20% of Students 
Below Benchmark

ABOUT 70% of Students 
Below Benchmark
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So Now What?
Explore the measures you currently use. 

• What tools capture student proficiency of 
each milestone? 

Continuum of Foundational Skills

Blending 
Automaticity

Decoding Beyond 
CVC

Fluency Accuracy

Vocabulary/
ComprehensionInstructional 

Focus Areas

Letter ID

Fluency Automaticity

Fluency/Prosody 
Comprehension

Letter Sound  
Phonemic 

Awareness

Comp/Written 
Response

Handout***Updated for SY 16/17***
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Definitions of 
Instructional Focus Areas

Language Acquisition (LAS1)– Non-native speakers who have very 
little or no English.  The focus is on high utility and critical words, 
pairing visuals with language to support understanding and explicit 
instruction in basic early literacy skills.  (Speaking, Listening, Reading, 
Writing)
Intensive All Areas – This is primarily used with Kindergarten students 
who need to work on a variety of basic early literacy skills such as 
phonological awareness, letter identification and letter sound.  
Phonemic Awareness – For students who are having difficulty 
segmenting and blending phonemes. 

Handout***New for SY 16/17***

Definitions of 
Instructional Focus Areas

Letter ID – For students who has difficulty identifying upper and lower 
case letters.  
Letter Sound (CLS) – For students who may know letter names but 
do not know most of their letter sounds.
Blending/Automaticity (WWR) – For students who are at any stage of 
the process of learning to blend but are not yet reading CVC words 
automatically.  
Decoding Beyond CVC (K-2)/ Decoding (3+) – This is for students 
that are at any stage in learning patterns beyond CVC; everything from 
silent e to multisyllabic.  A decoding survey of some kind may be 
needed to determine if student needs this instructional focus.

***New for SY 16/17***
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Definitions of 
Instructional Focus Areas

Fluency – Accuracy (Acc%)– For students who are not reading 
connected text accurately, but have passed a decoding survey.  Often 
these are students that skip, replace or add words.
Fluency – Automaticity (WCPM)– For students who read accurately 
but slowly.  
Fluency - Prosody/Comp –For students who are accurate and may be 
automatic with connected text, but do not read with expression.  
Students do not attend to punctuation or phrasing.  Attention to prosody 
is the vehicle to comprehension for these students.

***New for SY 16/17***

Definitions of 
Instructional Focus Areas

Vocab/Comp – For students who are fluent readers and whose 
instruction is focused on comprehension and vocabulary.  These 
students need additional scaffolding to apply comprehension skills and 
strategies.
Comp/Written Response - For students who are fluent reader and 
have good comprehension.  These students need to apply 
comprehension skills and strategies to more challenging text and 
generate well-developed written responses.
English Language Development (+ELD) – This can be paired with 
any instructional focus to indicate that a student needs instruction in 
high utility and critical words and support with concepts through use of 
visuals or other aids.  

***New for SY 16/17***
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Continuum of Foundational Skills

Blending 
Automaticity

Decoding Beyond 
CVC

Fluency Accuracy

Vocabulary/
ComprehensionInstructional 

Focus Areas

Letter ID

Fluency Automaticity

Fluency/Prosody 
Comprehension

Letter Sound  
Phonemic 

Awareness

Comp/Written 
Response

NWF-CLS

LNF

Phonics Screener

FSF & PSF

NWF-WWR

DORF-Accuracy

DORF-WCPM

DORF & 
Fluency Rubric

Vocab & Comp Assessments

Comp Assessments & Writing Rubric

***Updated for SY 16/17***

Our Guide
For Grade 1

Handout***Updated for SY 16/17***
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Guiding Questions
• How close to the benchmark?
• What other supporting data do we have or 

do we need to get?
We walk a line of having too much or too 

little information.

Big Ideas/Priority Skills
Instructional Focus Areas

Handout

Kindergarten Instructional Focus 
1. Language Acquisition* 
2. Intensive all areas** 
3. Phonemic Awareness 
4. Letter ID 
5. Letter Sound (CLS)  
6. Blending/Automaticity (WWR) 
7. Decoding Beyond CVC  
 

 
 
First Instructional Focus 
1. Language Acquisition* 
2. Phonemic Awareness 
3. Letter Sound (CLS) 
4. Blending/Automaticity (WWR) 
5. Decoding Beyond CVC 
6. Fluency – Accuracy 
7. Fluency – Automaticity 
8. Vocab/Comp  

Second Instructional Focus 
1. Language Acquisition* 
2. Letter Sound (CLS) 
3. Blending/Automaticity (WWR) 
4. Decoding Beyond CVC  
5. Fluency – Accuracy  
6. Fluency – Automaticity  
7. Fluency - Prosody/Comp  
8. Vocab/Comp  
9. Comp/Written Response 

 
Third and Up Instructional Focus 
1. Language Acquisition* 
2. Decoding  
3. Fluency – Accuracy 
4. Fluency – Automaticity 
5. Fluency - Prosody/Comp 
6. Vocab/Comp 
7. Comp/Written Response 

 

* This should be 
used for students 
that are brand new 
to English, aka. 
newcomers.
** This should be 
used sparingly to 
note students with 
extreme deficits 
across multiple 
areas.
+ELD can be 
added to most 
instructional focus 
areas.

***Updated for SY 16/17***
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I get it!
Why use the chart?

Berlitz Australia (3/2/2014) “German Coast Guard Commercial” retrieved 
from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXJOSvUkX1E

Instructional Profile
I do
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Instructional Profile
We Do

Instructional Profile
Y’all Do
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Instructional Focus 
Considerations

An instructional focus is in place to guide 
instruction for the next 8-10 weeks. 

Considerations:
• The focus should be ambitious but realistic
• Support homogeneous groupings
• Ensure mastery of essential “Big Ideas”

Steps for Assigning 
Instructional Focus

1. Use the instructional profile chart (+ and –) to 
determine the instructional focus 

2. Compare student scores to benchmarks
3. Consider other data
4. Choose ONE instructional focus
5. Add other considerations to the “notes” column
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Instructional Profile
Your Turn

Handout

Our Thinking…
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Our Thinking…

Our Thinking…
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See you in 15 minutes!

Your Turn
Now let’s apply this to your classroom!

1. Identify an Instructional Focus
for each of your students. 
2. Write the focus in pencil
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Group your students
First:
Cut each student into strips (name, data, instructional 
focus)

Second:
Sort your students according to 
instructional focus

Different Needs
First Grade

Decoding Beyond CVCDecoding Beyond CVC
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Big Ideas
Instructional Profiles

• Describe the next critical reading skill students 
must master

• Illustrate student placement in their pathway to 
reading proficiency

• Serve as guides, not an exact science
• Provide a common language and framework 

upon which to discuss student need 

Grouping

Handout
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Next Steps?
Create a plan: 
• Focus of Tier I/Tier II instruction
• Logistics

– When small group(s) instruction will occur
– Who will deliver it
– Where

• What Programs/Materials will be used
• Progress Monitoring (what, who & how often)
• Determine Start/End(Review) dates

Your Plan

Handout
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Instructional Focus Areas
Inform Differentiated Skill 

Instruction
1. Language Acquisition
2. Phonemic Awareness 
3. Letter Sound
4. Blending/Automaticity
4. Decoding Beyond 
CVC
5. Fluency

+
For Everyone!
• Vocabulary
• Oral Language
• Critical Thinking
• On LEVEL Text 

Structure 

And… 
ALL can be done in Excel 
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Efficient and Meaningful Analysis of Student Data
Data Grouping Workbook

Objectives 
for this section

Participants will:
• Understand why we analyze student data.
• Become familiar with the data meeting process 

(before, during and after) and the tools used to 
support it.
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Why?
Mrs. Smith’s Kindergarten class

Multiple Data points in one location and can be 
viewed simultaneously.

 Linking data from multiple sources to 
instructional focus for individual students

Efficiently grouping individual students based on 
similar instructional focus

Assigning people and program resources to 
instructional groups

Benefits of the Data 
Grouping Workbook Tool
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Utilizing on-going progress monitoring data to 
make changes to instructional groups (flexible, 
differentiated instruction)

 Allows you to build from one benchmark to the 
next instead of starting from scratch each time.

Documentation of data, instructional focus and 
grouping over time.

Manipulate excel to analyze data in multiple ways 
to isolate patterns and answer questions.

Benefits of the Data 
Grouping Workbook Tool

What’s Included?

NamesDemographicsID

Begins with the below columns
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What’s Included?
There are established headings for each 

round of testing. 
Data GroupingStatus

List of People, Programs, 
and Tests
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Data Meeting Cycles

All 
New

Status and 
Grouping 
copied from 
last round.

New Data. 
Status and 
Grouping 
copied from 
last round.

Status and 
Grouping 
copied from 
last round.

New Data. 
Status and 
Grouping 
copied from 
last round.

Data Meeting Process:
Before a Meeting

Having a checklist 
with roles, 
responsibilities 
and due dates 
can help to keep 
everyone on 
track.
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Data Meeting Process:
Before a Meeting

Having a memo 
that includes:
• Date, time, 

location
• Include coverage 

schedule
• What to bring

Data Meeting Process:
During a Meeting

Steps for Leading Data Meetings

• A set for each round of meetings

• Same format

• Include purpose, technical notes, 
and Step-by-Step process
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Guide for Determining 
Instructional Focus

Data Meeting Process:
During a Meeting

Guide for Determining Instructional Focus
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Student Progress
Monitoring Graphs

Locate the most 
recent three 
data points.  
Two out of the 
three determine 
aimline status.
Purpose – Tells 
us if current 
instruction is 
effective!  Won’t 
always have 
reached next 
benchmark

Below Aimline
(approaching)

On/Above Aimline

Data Meeting Process:
During a Meeting

Meeting Action Step Form
• Include what, who’s responsible, 

due by and date completed. 

• Also has an area for critical items 
to be communicated.

• Should be sent to all following the 
meeting.
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Data Meeting Process:
After a Meeting

Also, Administrators/ 
coaches: follow up with 
teachers/instructors 
about requests for 
support and confirm 
implementation changes 
as needed.

Directions for Printing
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Demo
• What does it look like?

– First Grade Fall Data Meeting Demo

Hurdles to using Excel
• Up-to-date technology
• Working hardware
• Accessible, reliable digital storage
• Technical knowledge
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Key Points
Putting aside logistics (Excel, Google 
Sheets, etc…)

• Identify an instructional focus
• Group based on instructional focus
• Strategically plan people resources

Impact on Instruction
Mrs. Smith’s Kindergarten classWhat are the 

implications beyond a 
single Data Meeting?
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Reflect
Revisit your answers to the questions on the 
Data Meeting Process document.
• Is there anything that you would like to add or change?

• What information/resources do you need to bring back to 
your school?
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Thank you!

Evaluation
• Survey Monkey Link:

http://bit.ly/CTC3Nov16
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“We are not 
where we want 
to be,
We are not 
where we are 
going to be,
But we are not 
where we 
were.” -Rosa Parks


